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General Ques tions

finances and resume commercial activities while protecting the rights of 
creditors, equalizing between parties of equal rights, maximizing the value 
of assets, organizing the sale, fairly distributing shares, and preserving 
confidence in the credit market and stock exchange.

1. Protective settlement.
2. Financial restructuring.
3. 
4. Small debtors› protective settlement.
5. Small debtors› financial restructuring for small debtors.
6. 
7. Administrative liquidation.

The bankruptcy procedures aim to achieve the following:
A. Allow the bankrupt, distressed, or potentially distressed debtor to 

benefit from the bankruptcy procedures so they can reorganize their 
finances, resume financial activities and contribute to the economy 
and economic growth.

B. Maintain the rights of creditors fairly and ensure the impartial treatment 
of parties involved.

C. Maximize the value of bankruptcy assets, organize sales, and ensure 
fair distribution to creditors during liquidation.

D. Reduce the costs and time period of the procedures while increasing 
  gnirutcurtser laicnanif ›srotbed llams  gnirud ylralucitrap ,ycneiciffe

or selling bankruptcy assets, and fairly distributing shares among 
creditors within a specified period of time.

E. Adminstrative liquidation for small debtors whose value of assets is 
insufficient to cover the costs of the liquidation procedure or  small 
debtors› liquidation.

What is Bankruptcy Law?01

02

03

05

What are the bankruptcy procedures 

What are the objectives of bankruptcy 
procedures?
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General Ques tions

1. A natural person involved in commercial, professional, or for-profit 
activities in Saudi Arabia.

2. Commercial or professional companies, organizational entities, and 
other for-profit companies and entities that are registered in Saudi 
Arabia.

3. A natural or legal Non-Saudi investor with assets in Saudi Arabia 
conducting business or for-profit activities via a registered 

assets in Saudi Arabia.

A bankruptcy officeholder is an officeholder appointed by the court or an 
applicant, to perform the tasks and duties entrusted to him in accordance 
with the type of procedure. This includes the financial restructuring 
officeholder and the liquidation officeholder.

The court will schedule a hearing to look into protective settlement 
requests within forty days from the date of the application. The court 
will determine one of the following
1. Proceed with the request and schedule a hearing
2. Deny the request.
3. Reschedule the hearing.

Filing for any bankruptcy procedure is available online via the portal for 

Services, sign in, click on Bankruptcy Applications, and then complete 
the submission procedure. The service is accessible by visiting the 

Who does the Bankruptcy Law apply to?

procedure?

When will the court look into protective 

or liquidation requests? What is the 
outcome?

04

05

06

07
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General Ques tions

1. Issuing and managing the bankruptcy register.
2. 

Regulations.
3. Preparing bankruptcy officeholders and experts list in accordance with 

the Regulations.
4. Issuing the rules governing the work of bankruptcy officeholders and 

experts.
5. Conducting inspections and verifications in respect of any Bankruptcy 

Procedures implemented in accordance with the provisions hereof.
6. Submitting recommendations to the Minister regarding updating the list 

of Regulated entities, in coordination with the competent authorities.
7. Setting out the small debtor›s standards in coordination with the 

General Authority for Small and Medium Enterprises.
8. Determining the minimum debt amount of the debt that gives creditors 

the right to request the initiation of the liquidation procedure.
9. Managing administrative liquidation procedures.
10. Issuing, maintaining, and managing the register provided for in Article 

(204) (2) hereof.
11. 11-Issuing the forms and documents provided for in the Implementing 

Regulations.
12. Organizing and sponsoring initiatives to increase awareness about the 

13. Making the necessary proposals to enhance the effective implementation 
and development of the provisions hereof, including conducting studies 
and research.

14. Conducting activities and participating in the events relevant to its 
competences.

15. 
Regulations, as well as the relevant rules and instructions, and propose 
any amendments to the Minister in coordination with the competent 
authorities.

What are the Commission’s 
competences?

08
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General Ques tions

16. Provisions of consultations, services, and training with or without 
consideration.

17. Any other competencies specified in the Implementing Regulations or 
the decision of forming the Commission.

This procedure is related to bankruptcy procedures mentioned in the 

bankruptcy requests.

1439/12/ A.H. 
(conquering with 272018/8/ A.D.)

Announcing any judgment, decision, or procedure In accordance with the 

The minimum amount of debt that allows a debtor to file for liquidation 
procedure or liquidation for small debtors procedure is fifty thousand 
(50,000) Saudi Riyals.

When does moratorium occur?

Which court is in charge of bankruptcy 
requests?

10

09

Has the Bankruptcy Law been applied 
yet?

How can I announce a judgment, 
decision, or procedure mentioned in the 
Law and Implementing Regulations of 
Bankruptcy?

What is the minimum amount of debt 

liquidation procedure?

11

13

12



Protective 
Settlement
Procedure
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01

02

03

04

Protective Settlement

The debtor is eligible to apply to the court for a protective settlement 
procedure.

Without prejudice to related regulations, the debtor can apply to a 
court for a protective settlement under any of the following cases:

3- If the debtor is bankrupt.

The court will schedule a hearing to look into protective settlement 

determine one of the following:

3-Reschedule the hearing

compliance with the requirements mentioned in Article (16) of the 

proposal and retains a signed copy.

Who is eligible to apply 
for a protective settlement 
procedure?

When can the debtor apply 
for a protective settlement 
procedure?

When will a court look into 
protective settlement requests?

a proposal in a Protective Settlement 
claim as stated in Article (32) in the 
Implementing Regulations?



Financial Restructuring Procedure

Financial 
Restructuring
Procedure
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01

02

03

04

Financial Restructuring

The debtor, the creditor, or the competent authority is eligible to 

Without prejudice to related regulations, the debtor can apply to 
 tructuring procedure in one of the following 

cases:
 tability that might lead 

 tress.
 tressed.

C. If the debtor is bankrupt.

application.

reques ts within forty days from the date of application. The court 
will determine one of the following:
A. Proceed with the reques t and schedule a hearing.
B. Deny the reques t.
C. Reschedule the hearing.

Who is eligible to apply for 
Financial Restructuring?

When can the debtor apply 
for Financial Restructuring 
Procedure?

Can anyone other than the 
debtor apply for Financial 
Restructuring Procedure?

When will the court look into 
Financial Restructuring requests?



Liquidation 
Procedure
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01

02

03

Liquidation Procedure 

The minimum amount of debt that allows a debtor to apply for 

Without prejudice to related regulations, the debtor, the creditor, or 

 tressed debtor.

 t 
within forty days after receiving the reques  t. The Court will 
determine one of the following:
A. To proceed with the reques  t and schedule a hearing.
B. To deny the reques  t.
C. To reschedule the hearing.

What is the minimum amount 
of debt that permits a creditor 
to apply for any Liquidation 
Procedure?

Who is eligible to apply for a 
Liquidation Procedure?

When will the court look into 
Liquidation requests?



Small Debtors’ 
Protective 
Settlement 
Procedure
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01

02

03

04

Small Detors’ Protective 
Settlement Procedure

Protective settlement for small debtors allows small debtors to 

A small debtor is eligible to apply to the court for protective 
settlement for small debtors procedure.

Yes.

Regulations, a small debtor is one whose debt does not exceed 
two million Saudi Riyals (2,000,000) when bankruptcy procedures 
take place.

settlement for small debtors?

Who is eligible to apply for 
protective settlement for small 
debtors?

Can a small debtor apply for 
protective settlement rather 
protective settlement for small 
debtors?

Who is considered a small debtor?



Small Debtors’ 
Financial 
Restructuring 
Procedure
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01

02

03

04

Small Detors’ Financial 
Restructuring Procedure

Regulations, a small debtor is one whose debt does not exceed 
two million Saudi Riyals (2,000,000) when bankruptcy procedures 
take place.

debtors to reach agreements with their creditors to res  tructure 
their commercial activities within a reasonable period of time 

 t procedure under the 

The small debtor or the competent authority is eligible to issue a 

 ted 
 t, the decision is applied after 

a judicial depository.

Yes.

Who is considered a small debtor?

Financial Restructuring Procedure?

Who is eligible to apply for Small 
Debtors’ Financial Restructuring 
Procedure?

Can a small debtor apply for  Financial 
Restructuring and Small Debtors’ 
Financial Restructuring?



Small Debtors’ 
Liquidation 
Procedure
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02

03

05

04

Regulations, a small debtor is one whose debt does not exceed 
two million Saudi Riyals (2,000,000) when bankruptcy procedures 
take place.

to sell their Bankruptcy Assets and dis tribute the returns among 
creditors within a reasonable period of time through a minimal, 

 t procedure under the supervision of a 

Yes.

The small debtor or the competent authority is eligible to issue a 

 ted 
 t, the decision is applied after 

a judicial depository.

What is the minimum amount of debt 
that permits a creditor to apply for 
any Liquidation Procedure?

Who is considered a small 
debtor?

What is the benef it of 
Small Debtors’ Liquidation 
Procedure?

Can the small debtor, creditor 
or competent authority apply 
for Liquidation Procedure 
rather than Small Debtors’ 
Liquidation Procedure?

Liquidation of Small Debtors 
Procedure?

Small Debtors’ 
Liquidation Procedure



Administrative 
Liquidation
Procedure
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01

02

03

05

06

04

liquidation or liquidation for small debtors procedure.
 

liquidation procedure. the court appoints the Bankruptcy 

No more than 60 days from the date of the announcement or the 

Within (twelve) months from the procedure›s commencement date. 
When necessary the Bankruptcy Commission can extend it for an 
additional 90 days.

The claim should be submitted electronically when the 

What is the aim of the administrative 
liquidation procedure?

administrative liquidation 
procedure?

Who is in charge of managing 
the administrative liquidation 
procedure?

When can you end the procedure?

Administrative 
Liquidation Procedure



Training and 
Licensing: 
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01

02

03

05

04

 

Three years, which can be renewable.

1-Accounting.

Commission›s website (E-services page)

1- Attend and pass legal training for bankruptcy practitioners.

Accounting or in Business Administration majors, this includes a 
diploma, bachelors, masters, doctrine degree.

license costs?

How long is the license valid for?

What are the professions 
required to obtain an 

license?

What programs do you need to pass 
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01

02

decree, No (021912/) dated 144011  /09/
in order to license an individual with a natural personality to 

exonerated.

practice any of the following in Saudi Arabia:
1. Accounting.

Commission

provided for under paragraph (1/H) of this article, whether upon 

Bankruptcy Commission.

(3) years 

What are the rules of licensing an 

What are the requirements that 
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03

04

05

06

07

 

dated 241439/12/ A.H, now the license shall be granted to -those 
who want to obtain a license- in accordance with the licensing rules 
adopted by the Commission, which includes the passing of the 

3//k) of the rules, you 

the website on the Commission›s decisions page. You can also see 
the schedule of training courses on the courses page.

The Commission takes no more than 60 days from the submission 
date to review the application.

bankruptcy practitioners program.

and reporting program.

determined by the Bankruptcy Commission.

training requirement to get a license?

What are the requirements for 
renewing license?

When will the Commission respond 
to your license application?

When will the Commission respond 
to your license application?

Is it enough to pass the exams of 
the training programs to get an 



Training and 
Licensing:
Expert License
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02

03

05

06

07

04

This service allows you to apply for an expert license in your 

 

Three years, which can be renewable.

In any case, the licensee is not entitled to a refund for the license.

Through the E-services page on the Bankruptcy Commission website.

Five years including a year after obtaining the license.

Attend and pass the legal training for bankruptcy practitioners 
program.

What is expert licensing service?

Who can apply for an expert 
license?

How long is the expert license 
valid for?

Can you ask for a refund for the license?

How can I apply for an expert license?

How much work experience is required 
to obtain an expert license?

order to obtain an expert license?

Expert License
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08

09

10

11

12

debtor.

determined by the Bankruptcy Commission.

Achieve 20 points of continuous education.

It costs 1000 SAR and it›s valid for 3 years.

The Commission takes no more than 60 days from the submission date 
to review the application.

What is the expert›s role in bankruptcy 
procedures?

Is it enough to pass the exams of the 
training programs to get an expert 
license?

What are the requirements for renewing 
expert›s license?

How much does the expert license cost?

When will the Commission respond to 
your expert license application?

Expert License





Training and 
Licensing:
Training Courses
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02

03

05

04

It varies depending on the program and you can see the price on 
the training programs page.
 

on the courses page.

60 precent is the passing grade, for more information you can visit the 
courses page.

The results will be sent to the trainee after 2 weeks from the exam.

How much does the training programs 
cost?

When will the registration for the 
courses open?

When are the exams?

What is the passing grade in the exam?

When can I get the results of the exam?

Training Courses



E-Services:
Deposit in the 
Bankruptcy Register
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01

02

03

and password).
2. Access to Bankruptcy Register services and choose a new 
register/ new depositor.
3. Fill out your information and attach the required documents.
4. Click on send request, so that the application can be studied 
and approved electronically.
5. The deposit summary will be displayed on the Commission’s 
website and available to the public.

1. Debtor: The required data and documents vary depending on 
whether you are an individual or a company.
a. Natural person (individual).:
a copy of national I.D or Iqama.

and copy of national I.D or the iqama of the representative.

Attorney: A copy of the power of attorney.
3. Deposit documents: a copy of the document to be deposited in 
(PDF) format.

How can you deposit in the bankruptcy 
register?

What are the document s required to 
deposit in the bankruptcy register?

Who can deposit in the bankruptcy 
register?

Deposit in the 
Bankruptcy Register
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Bankruptcy Register
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02

03

You can obtain a statement through the Bankruptcy Commission›s 
website (E-services page).

A copy of the attorney’s national I.D and a copy of the power of 
attorney.

1. Enter the Service (Statement from the Bankruptcy Register.

password).
3. Fill out your information and attach the required documents.
4. Click on request.
5. Print the statement

How to obtain a statement from the 
bankruptcy register?

What are the document s required to 
obtain a statement from the bankruptcy 
register?

How to use the statement from the 
bankruptcy register service?

Statement from the 
Bankruptcy Register
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Announcement
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02

1. Debtor: The required data and documents vary depending on 
whether you are an individual or a company.
a. Natural person (individual): a copy of national I.D or Iqama.

I.D.
b. Attorney: A copy of the power of attorney.
3. Announcement documents: a copy of the document to be 
announced in a (PDF) format.

The announcement will be issued within 3 business days once the 
application is completed.

What are the document s required to 
apply for an announcement?

How long does it take to announce 
bankruptcy?

Announcement



Debtor’s Rights 
in Bankruptcy 
Procedures
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Debtor’s Rights

 Yes, the debtor can apply for the commencement of the following bankruptcy 
procedures: protective settlement, financial restructuring, liquidation, or 
administrative liquidation. The court can commence any of thes    e procedures 
if the regulatory rules have been met.

Legal document: The provisions of applying for the commencement 
of a bankruptcy procedure in Chapter 3  ,4,5,9 of the Bankruptcy Law.

Guide manuel: Download 

Yes, the debtor has the right to commence small debtors’ protective 
settlement, issue a decision to commence  small debtors’ financial 
restructuring procedure, and work with the financial restructuring officeholder 

 Legal document: The provisions of applying for the commencement of 
a procedure in Chapter 6,7.8 of the Bankruptcy Law.

Guide form: Application for Small Debtors’ Protective Settlement 
Guide form: Application for Small Debtors’ Financial Restructuring
Guide form: Application for Small Debtors’ Liquidation 

Yes, the debtor has the right to request to  summon anyone who has any 
information or documents to attend the hearing for the commencement 
of the procedure, the summoned person has to provide the court with the 
information or documents required during a specific period determined by 
the court.

Legal document: Articles 15, 48, 126, 159, 166, of the Bankruptcy Law

Can the debtor apply for the 
commencement of any of the 
bankruptcy procedures?

 Does the debtor have any other way to 
commence any bankruptcy procedure 

court? 

 Does the debtor have any other way to 
commence any bankruptcy procedure 

court? 

01

02

03
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Debtor’s Rights

Yes, the debtor has the right to object before the Court of Appeal on the 
commencement of a bankruptcy procedure that has been requested 
by others. After the debtor objects to the commencement of any of the 
liquidation procedures, the debtor has the right to apply for any other 
bankruptcy procedure if they  meet the requirements.

Legal document: Article 44, 1/95, 4/145, 155, 2/168 of the Bankruptcy 
Law

Moratorium means suspending the right to take or continue any procedure 
or action or to file or continue any claim against the debtor, the assets, or the 

aims to give the debtor time to prepare and negotiate with creditors in the 
protective settlement and financial restructuring procedures, as well as to 
preserve creditors› rights in liquidation procedures by protecting the debtor›s 
assets. This means the implementation of these provisions, decisions, and 
orders issued against the debtor by the Enforcement Court  or any judicial 
or semi-judicial authorities will be suspended, as well as the rights of other 
parties to commence or continue any procedures against the debtor or their 
asset. such as filling lawsuits or continue to look into their case, this does 
not include the decisions issued prior to the moratorium such as attachment 
of the assets or preventing the disposal thereof or banning travel unless 
the court, with which the procedure commencement request is registered, 
decides otherwise.  

Legal document: Article 1 of the Bankruptcy Law, Article 10/1 of the 
Rules Governing Bankruptcy Procedures in Commercial Courts

Can the debtor object to the court’s 
ruling on the commencement of any 
bankruptcy procedure by his creditors 
or a relevant authority?

What is moratorium? What›s its impact 
on the debtor?

04

05
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Debtor’s Rights

The debtor is allowed to manage the activity in both  the protective 
settlement and financial restructuring procedures. In the protective 
settlement procedures, the management is entirely run by the debtor, while 
in the financial restructuring procedures, the debtor›s management of the 
activity and the implementation of the financial restructuring plan has to 
be under the supervision of the officeholder appointed by the court. The 
debtor is prohibited from carrying out certain actions unless he acquires a 
written consent from the officeholder in accordance with the provisions of 
the regulations. in certain situations, the debtor can be banned from running 
business activities in the financial restructuring procedure in accordance 

In the liquidation procedures, the debtor is banned from managing his 
business activities immediately after the appointment of the officeholder 
or the Bankruptcy Commission - depending on the type of procedure- 
any disposition of any of the bankruptcy assets by the debtor after the 
appointment of the officeholder shall be deemed null and could lead to 

any summons, notice, or order concerning him issued by the court or any 
other competent authority.

Legal document: Articles 1, 69, 70, 85, 100, 159, 166, 171, 200, 203 of 
the Bankruptcy Law.

 Yes, the debtor has the right to object to any action or decision made by the 
officeholder under the provisions of the Regulations within (fourteen) days of 
the date of the decision or action,  unless otherwise provided for.

Legal document: Article 215 of the Bankruptcy Law.

Guide form: download

Does the debtor have the right to 
manage his business activity after 
the bankruptcy procedures have 
commenced?

Is the debtor entitled to object 

supervision of the procedure?

06

07
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Debtor’s Rights

Yes, the debtor has the right to object to any action or decision made by 
the Bankruptcy Commission under the provisions of the Regulations within 
(fourteen) days of the date of the decision or action,  unless otherwise pro-
vided .

Legal document: Article 216 of the Bankruptcy Law.

Guide form: download

 Yes, the debtor has the right to ask the officeholder  or the Bankruptcy Com-
mission to view any of the information or documents relating to the proce-
dure unless the officeholder, the Bankruptcy Commission, or the competent 
authority decides that it is confidential for reasons relating to the preserva-
tion of the bankruptcy assets or to the continuation of the procedure or activ-
ity supervised by the competent authority. If the officeholder decides that the 
information and documents are confidential he can object before the court 
about the decision.

Legal document: Article 10 of the Implementing Regulations of the 
Bankruptcy Law.

Is the debtor entitled to object to 
Bankruptcy Commission›s managment 
or supervision of the procedure?

the Bankruptcy Commission to share 
the information and documents they 
have relating to the procedure?

08

09
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Debtor’s Rights

The debtor must disclose -depending on the type of procedure- the bankruptcy 
assets that includes the debtor’s assets on the date of the commencement 
of any bankruptcy procedure or during the continuation of any of them, such 
as the related information, documents, and licenses relating to the debtor’s 
business activity so that the officeholder or the Bankruptcy Commission can 
prepare an asset inventory.  

Concealing or providing misleading or incorrect information about bankruptcy 
assets or the debtor’s assets to the officeholder, the Bankruptcy Commission, 

Legal document: Articles 1, 59, 126, 159, 166, 177, 201, 203 of the 
Bankruptcy Law.

The plan of the  protective Settlement or the financial restructuring  procedures 
is binding to the creditors, the debtor, and the owner. The debtor has to 
implement it based on  the court›s confirmation and continue the procedures 
that are required by the relevant regulations.

In financial restructuring procedures , the debtor is obliged to submit a report to 
the officeholder regarding the progress of the implementation of the plan at the 
end of every three months, which must indicate the progress and the difficulties 
they face as well as the financial statements, if they face an obstacle during 
the implementation of the plan, the officeholder must submit to the court for 
consideration. The plan can be amended based on the request of the debtor 
or the officeholder if they face any of the stipulated amendment cases or an    
occurrence of a compelling event that affects the implementation of the plan or 
an amendment proposal proposed by creditors that represent more than 50% 
of the debt in the plan, or if they agreed on the amendment request made by 
the debtor. The amendment should be submitted and voted on by creditors and 
owners in accordance with the voting provisions of the original proposal.

Legal document: Articles 37, 84, 91, 136, 155 of the Bankruptcy Law, 
Articles 31, 47 of the Implementing Regulations.

What are the debtor›s duties in relation 
to the disclosure of bankruptcy assets in 

procedures?

To what extent is it mandatory to 
implement the plans of the protective 

procedures?

10

11
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Creditor’s Rights

Yes, the creditor can attend the court hearings whether the creditor was 
the one who applied for the commencement of the procedure or if it was 
commenced by the debtor or another creditor. Any creditor during the hearing 
can express what achieves justice in his defense, whether it was about the 
bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction over the application or meeting the conditions 
of acceptance or meeting the condition to commence a substantive procedure 
such as financial distress and bankruptcy, or the likelihood of financial distress, 
the likelihood of failure to continue the business activity, the likelihood of the 
debtor’s sale proceeds covering the expenses of the procedure. The debtor 
can apply to the court with documents supporting his defense, he/she can ask 
the court to force any party to submit information and documents necessary to 
rule on the application. In general, when the debtor or the creditor cooperate 
in pursuit of consensus results in better outcomes for everyone.

Legal document: Article 15/2, 2/47, 2/95, 168/3 of the Bankruptcy Law 

If a debtor is a natural person and his debts were not discharged after the 
liquidation procedure is terminated due to insufficient bankruptcy proceeds 
and could not cover the creditor’s rights, then he shall be considered bankrupt 
during the (24) months of the procedure termination. During which time, no 
bankruptcy procedures may be commenced by the debtor, instead, the debtor 
has many obligations that must be done such as notifying the creditors when 
the debtor is practicing any business activities, professional activities, or for-
profit activities. If the debtor gains money during that period he/she must 
apply to the court with an application to distribute the money to the creditors 
in accordance with their priority arrangement and shares, if the debtor did not 
such a thing then the creditors can apply to the court to claim their rights, in 
which the court will rule that they are entitled to such right.

Legal document: Articles 125, 166, 181/3 of the Bankruptcy Law, and 
Article 21 of the Implementing Regulations.

Can the creditor attend the debtor›s 
bankruptcy procedure court hearings?

How to demand debts be repaid if the 
debtor is of natural personality and 
his liquidation procedures have been 
terminated with outstanding debt?

01

02
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Creditor’s Rights

The creditor has the right to access the information and documents of the 
officeholder or the Bankruptcy Commission regarding the commenced 
bankruptcy procedure unless the officeholder, Bankruptcy Commission, 
or competent authority decides that it is confidential for reasons related to 
preserving the value of bankruptcy assets or continuing the procedure or 
continuing the activity supervised by the competent authority.
However, the creditor may challenge the decision before the court, and 
the court will estimate the extent to which the decision complies with the 
substantive regulations requiring confidentiality so that the court can support 
or revoke the decision, and if the court revokes the decision then the conditions 
accessing the information and documents need to be specified.

Legal Document: Article 10 of the Implementing Regulations.

Yes, the creditor can submit his claim while including the future obligations 
and the suspended conditional obligations. For example, the guarantee 
letter, documentary credit, and others.

Legal document: Article (63) of the Bankruptcy Law

The creditor and any stakeholder have the right to object, before the court 
that commenced the procedure, on any procedures or decisions made by 
the debtor in his/her management of the protective settlement procedure, 
or objects to the bankruptcy officeholder’s management of financial 
restructuring or liquidation, or objects to the Bankruptcy Commission’s 
management of the administrative liquidation procedure within fourteen 
days of the decision or procedure taken.

Legal document: Article (215) and (216) of the Bankruptcy Law

What are the rights of the creditor in 
accessing the management work of the 
bankruptcy procedures?

Can the creditor submit a claim 
including the obligation expected in 
the future or suspended on a future 
condition?

Can the creditor object to the decisions 
and procedures that the debtor or 

Commission makes during the 
management of the procedure?

03

04

05
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Creditor’s Rights

As a general rule, the creditor has the right to object before the court to 
any action or decision taken by the debtor or officeholder in implementing 
the plan.
In the protective settlement procedure, the creditor may object to the 
debtor’s request to terminate the procedure due to the completion of 
the plan’s implementation, and he may submit to the court a request to 
terminate the procedure because the plan was not implemented.

supervisory powers over the debtor during the implementation period 
of the plan, the debtors has to obtain the officeholder’s approval when 
conducting some actions and disposals, and the plan may include 
more restrictions on the debtor’s management of the activity during the 
implementation of the plan.
The debtor must also submit a report every three months to the 
officeholder showing the progress of implementing the plan, then after 
checking the validity, the officeholder sends the report to the court and 
creditors.
In the financial restructuring procedure, the creditor may also object to 
the debtor’s request to terminate the procedure due to the completion of 
the plan’s implementation, and he may submit to the court a request to 
terminate the procedure because the plan was not implemented.
In both procedures, it is possible for one or more creditors whose claim 
represents 50 percent of the creditors’ total debt value to propose a plan 
amendment.

Legal document: Articles 38, 39, 84, 85, 86, 87, 141, 159 of the Bankruptcy 
Law, as well as Article 31,47 of the Implementing Regulations.

What are the creditors› rights in 
supervising the correct implementation 
plan of the protective settlement or 

06
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Creditor’s Rights

The creditor and any stakeholder may object to the debtor’s dispositions 
in the 12 months prior to the commencement of the procedure. If in 
case the disposals are purely harmful, such as waiver of assets and 
guarantees, discharge of the debtor’s debtor, or if the disposals had pros 
and cons but the cons overpower the pros and affect the creditor’s rights 
such as conclude transactions lower than the fair value or making an 
unfair settlement.
The appeal period may be extended to 24 months if the related party is 
connected to the debtor in terms of business or if he is a relative, or if 
the related party is controlled by the debtor, or has financial or regulatory 
control over the debtor.
If the court finds that the disposition is not in the debtor’s interest and 
that the debtor was financially distressed or bankrupt at the time of the 
procedure, the court will declare it invalid and will retrieve the assets. 
On the other hand, the creditor may submit his complaint if there was 
any suspicion of mishandling of funds, execute transactions for free or 
for unfair consideration, concealment, or embezzlement of bankruptcy 
assets, or other criminal acts that affected the rights of creditors. The 
creditor may submit this complaint to the court or the Bankruptcy 
Commission to proceed with inspection and verification, and then refer it 
to the competent authority when suspected crime.

Legal document: Chapter 13 of the Bankruptcy Law, Article 
9 paragraph 2/h of the Bankruptcy Law, and Article 86 of the 
Implementing Regulations.

Form: download

How to object to the debtor’s previous 
dispositions in commencing procedures 
and using them to smuggle bankruptcy 
assets or hide them or hurt creditors?
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Creditor’s Rights

A creditors’ committee may be formed in procedures such as financial 
restructuring, small debtors’ financial restructuring or liquidation by 
the court, or by request of the officeholder or creditors whose claims 
represent 50 precent of the debt value.
If the court decides to form the creditors’ committee, then the officeholder 
must be informed of this, as he must inform the creditors within five 
days, so that whoever wishes to be nominated submit to the officeholder 
within fourteen days of the notification date, provided that he/she has 
an approved claim in the list of claims, and the claim is guaranteed in 
full. Then the officeholder deposits the list of candidates to the court, 
attaching the proposed formation with the justifications. After that, the 
court issues its decision to form a creditors’ committee of at least three 
members and a chairperson for the committee.
The creditors’ committee’s decisions are decided by the majority and 
the committee’s duty is to represent the creditors in the tasks stipulated 

procedures like preparing a proposal for financial restructuring, obtaining 
guaranteed financing, terminating the debtor’s contracts, selling 
bankruptcy assets. In some procedures, the committee’s approval is 
required such as selling any bankruptcy asset in which the value exceeds 
a quarter of the bankruptcy assets. In addition to any other tasks assigned 
to the committee by the court, the committee has the right to report any 

The formation of a creditors’ committee is to help creditors participate 
more effectively in bankruptcy procedures and ensure that there is a 
balance between the rights and interests of the debtor and creditors in 
managing these procedures.

Legal document: Articles 73, 106, 126, 159 of the Bankruptcy Law, 
and Articles 24 to 29 of the Implementing Regulations.

How can a creditors committee be 
formed? What are its powers?
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Creditor’s Rights

Each creditor whose debt arose prior to the commencement of any 
financial restructuring or liquidation procedure must submit to the 
officeholder within the period specified, any due, future, or conditionally 
suspended or potential claims. The creditor must state the date and the 
reason for the established debt and the value of the debt, if the value is 
not specified, the debtor must write the estimated value, as well as attach 
the documents supporting the claim, the claim must be brief and made 
with care.
After the officeholder examines the claim and verifies its validity and 
value, he/she must prepare a list of claims and submit them to the Court 
with a recommendation for each claim to be accepted or rejected or 
referred to an expert. The officeholder must notify the creditor that the 
claim was rejected or referred to an expert. The creditor can object to the 
officeholder’s recommendation before a court and present his defense. 
Which the court later evaluate the defense and make a judgment to 
accept the claim completely or partially or reject it. The creditor may 
also object to the judgment before the Court of Appeal within fourteen 
days of the issuance of the decision or the announcement. The Court of 
Appeal may choose to uphold the decision to reject the claim completely 
or partially, or overturn the decision.
If the court overturns the decision, then the decision is final and without 
appeal.

Legal document: Articles 63, 68, 217 of the Bankruptcy Law, Articles 
13, 14 of the Implementing Regulations

Form: download

How to submit the claims to the 

creditors› rights in this regard?
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Creditor’s Rights

If it proves that it is in the interest of the debtor and the majority of creditors, 
the creditor in the protective settlement and financial restructuring 
procedures may apply to the Court to suspend specific claims for which 
action was taken before the moratorium was effective.
He also may apply for the court’s approval to execute the bankruptcy 
assets provided as guarantees.
As well as apply for the court’s approval to continue procedures and 
actions against the personal guarantor or the debtor’s in-kind guarantor. 
The creditors in the liquidation procedures may request that the 
moratorium for specific claims be suspended before the moratorium 
takes effect if it proves to be in the interests of the debtor and the majority 
of creditors. He/she is entitled to apply to the court for enforcement over 
any bankruptcy assets that guarantees the debtor’s debt, as well as apply 
for legal actions, during the moratorium, against the debtor’s personal 
guarantor or the debtor’s in-kind guarantor.

Legal document: Articles 20, 21, 91, 97, 98, 159, 166, 169 of the 
Bankruptcy Law, and Article 30 of the Implementing Regulations.

Is the creditor entitled to request 
exclusion of certain procedures and 
actions from moratorium?

11

The creditor and any stakeholder have the right to object, before the court 
that commenced the procedure, on any procedures or decisions made by 
the debtor in his/her management of the protective settlement procedure, 
or objects to the bankruptcy officeholder’s management of financial 
restructuring or liquidation, or objects to the Bankruptcy Commission’s 
management of the administrative liquidation procedure within fourteen 
days of the decision or procedure taken.

Legal document: Article (215) and (216) of the Bankruptcy Law

Can the creditor object to the decisions 
and procedures that the debtor or 

Commission makes during the 
management of the procedure?
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Creditor’s Rights

The creditor, as a person of interest, has the right to object before the Court of 
Appeal on the court’s ruling to commence the procedure or to reject it within 
fourteen days of its issuance if its subject matter was:
1. Refusal to commence a financial restructuring or small debtors’ financial 
restructuring procedure.
2. Commencement of or refusing to commence any of these procedures: 
liquidation, small debtors’ liquidation, administrative liquidation,
The creditor has no right to object to the court’s ruling to commence the 
protective settlement procedure or the financial restructuring procedure.

Legal Document: Article (217) of the Bankruptcy Law.

Can the creditor object to the court’s 
ruling on the commencement of any 
bankruptcy procedure for one of his 
debtors?

13

14
can apply to the court for the precautionary measures to be taken 
until the court rules on the commencement application. Examples 

temporarily, seize the debtor from managing business activity, 
seize the debtor’s assets and prevent him/her from using it whether 
it was in his/her possession or not, as well as other precautionary 

Legal document: Article (96) of the Bankruptcy Law and Article 
(5) of the Implementing Regulations.

Form: download

What can the creditor do if there was 
fear for the assets or fears the debtor’s 
actions?
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Creditor’s Rights

Yes, the creditor can apply for the commencement of four bankruptcy 
procedures for the debtor which are: financial restructuring, small debtors’ 
financial restructuring, liquidation, small debtors’ liquidation procedures. 
The court can commence any of these procedures if the regulatory rules 
have been met.

Legal document: The provisions of applying for the commencement 
of a bankruptcy procedure in Chapter 4,5,7,8 of the Bankruptcy Law.

Can the creditor apply for the 
commencement of a bankruptcy 
procedure for one of the debtors?
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